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and of course one of those times is the early days of the Christian church

where there was this great outreach of the k but there have been

long periods of the Christian church when there have been true Christians,

and great numbers of them, but when the outreach has not been much greater

that it was in the days of .kStudent




AAM: Yes, it is the children of God. It is a prediction of the calling of

the Gentiles, I would x say that very definitely. It is a prediction of

the calláng of the Gentiles. That's the way that the N.T. takes it, and I

believe rightly. Student.......................... AAM: Well, we shoujdn't

separate things that God wants gk together (laughter) Student

.....Well, now, we dontinue then. I don't know as we will take much time right

now on the rest of this chapter here. It is w a wonderful chapter as we look

forward to Gods blessing on His people, but in the great part he is thinking

particiklar].y of those peoplekho were in exile, of their 5T, and yet

he is thinking of the people of God as a whole, so that certainly wa can apply

it to ourselves at anytime that we are members of the p pepple of God. And

it ends with that wonderful verse, 17,"No weapon that is formed against thee

shall prosper, and every tongue that shall rise against thee in judgment thou

shalt condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and their

righteousness i of met, saith the Lord." God gives them their righteousness.

ThroughChrist.

Now, the archbishop made his dividion at the beginning of 54 at the

right place undoubtedly. It is . .. . . .. .6. The same is true at

the beginning of 55. I asked you if you could to give us a good title for

chapter 56. I should have 6* Now, tell me, how many of you gave

a good title for chpter 56? (laughter). How many did? How many did not give

a good titles for 56? Most of you did not. Well, we will look at 55 an 56,

but take 10 minutes recess.
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